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Each time I go outside, the world 
is different. This has happened 
all my life.

I saw my first robin of the year on January 6th and I was both happy 
and filled with anxiety. It seems far too early to see the harboring of 
spring. It’s another reminder that we’ve had no snow this year in town 
and very few frosts. But this bird is still a reminder of hope too—how 
each year they return to argue with one another, find a mate, battle 
my spouse and I to establish a nest too close to our front door.

The robins are back, 
so weary from flying that they walk 
wherever they go.

A day later my spouse said he was creeped out to see the bulbs we 
planted in the fall (late blooming daffodils) beginning to poke their 
way through the dirt. “Too early,” he said. “It is 56F outside,” I said. 
This is our early January weather this year.

***

In doing research for a writing project, I stumbled across a website 
selling antique Catholic vestments, clothes the priest or minister 
wears at a Sunday service. One design caught my eye, it was an adult 
pelican feeding several young pelicans. On further research, I found 
out that it was once believed mother pelicans would pierce their own 
breast with their bill and feed their young their own blood. This belief 
comes from ancient Egypt where pelicans (henets) are associated with 
the dead and the afterlife. This mythology was incorporated into early 
Christian symbolism to represent Jesus.
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Perhaps this pelican feeding its young is a good symbol for our times. 
How caring for others can leave our hearts sore—even when we feel 
hopeful or joyful at the help we give to others. Sometimes we can 
grow overwhelmed at the thought of how much need is out there—
how our helping seems like just a tiny drop in a dark sea. Like one 
small drop of blood.

***

Recently, I fed some chestnut-backed chickadees a slice of bread. 
These birds are active, social, and noisy. They peck at the cones of the 
birch alder by the front porch. We live in an age where I am never 
sure what the right thing to do is. Feeding birds gives me great joy. 
But we have also been told that feeding wild animals is inappropriate, 
lessens their chances in the wild. That even the wrong kind of food 
can do more harm than good.

But then a greedy chickadee lands on the tip of my finger and I 
am truly alive. Truly present. The electric surge of a wild bird’s 
talon on my finger tip makes me realize I have a finger, I have an 
arm, and lights up my brain. “Be here now,” Ram Dass says. In my 
imagination, I immediately begin a schedule to feed and train all the 
birds to land on my hand. I am always living into the future, either 
the best possible world or the worst possible world.

Life too short for so many lasting desires, 
people adore immortality.



Recently I participated in a Buddhist mediation retreat. We learned 
how to sit and to breathe when we sat. How to watch our minds. 
How to go nowhere while our minds went everywhere. How to 
always return to the breath. Buddhist meditation has always been 
a great mystery to me. My own biases and stereotypes have always 
made me fearful to try it. My own ignorance has made it easy for me 
to assume all sorts of things about meditation. 

One of our meditation instructors explained that the function of 
meditation is to notice, not to reach any particular state of mind. She 
stressed that sleepiness is just a thought. Boredom is just a thought. 
Even bliss as a result of meditation is just another kind of thought. 
The point of Buddhist meditation is to notice all these thoughts, to 
observe them, then to let them go.

The second morning of the retreat I was running late. I was 
impatiently tailgating a very slow driver. Allen Ginsberg’s variation on 
haiku, the American Sentence (17 syllable sentences) popped into my 
mind. “Put on my tie in a taxi, short of breath, rushing to meditate.” 
I laughed at myself. I was sharing a common experience with all of us 
poets, and meditators, and humans. A busy mind, inside of a body, 
inside the rushing world.

One of my favorite parts of the retreat were the small arrangements of 
flowers in every room. Ikebana. The Japanese art of arranging flowers. 
It is both an art form and an exercise in mindfulness. I spent two 
years as part of a team who arranged flowers for a local church. Every 
five weeks I had the freedom to both order flowers and arrange them 
into four bouquets as I saw fit. I enjoyed this work, which allowed 
me to express myself, praise creation, and provide beauty to others. 



Every room in the meditation center had an arrangement in it. Every 
meditation began and ended with the ringing of a Tibetan singing bowl.

The temple bell stops, 
but the sound keeps coming 
out of the flowers.

One morning after working on this essay, writing the portion about 
wanting to train the chickadees, I went out onto the porch to take a 
break. The chickadees were in the tree nearby. 

“I was just writing about you,” I yelled. Then I laughed, because the 
chickadees could care less about me writing about them. They were 
busy being chickadees.

***

On the radio this morning, I hear an ecologist talk about the 
evolution of life forms in relation to our homes—those creatures of 
the earth (single celled or otherwise) who develop and adapt to be 
cohabitators. The ecologist says, “As other biomes shrink and decline, 
the rainforest, other forests, the fastest growing biome in the world 
is the human indoor biome.” Rather than face this statistic with 
fear, the ecologist says it should encourage hope and wonder that 
life persists and adapts regardless of other environmental forces.  He 
says, “I approach nature with a childlike wonder and that is what has 
sustained me.”

This calls to mind the Sylvia Plath quote I repeat in my mind often, 
mentally fingering it like a smooth stone in the pocket, “The secret 
of peace: a devout worship of the moment.” This couples with what 



French philosopher and activist Simone Weil says, “Attention is the 
rarest and purest form of generosity.” The act of paying attention to 
lifeforms no matter how small or how seeming insignificant can give 
us new access to hope in these times.

The wasp  
has built his palace 
in a bell.

With the passing of the poet Mary Oliver this January, it feels as if 
there is a little less light in the world. But she too, during her vibrant 
life, reminds us that “Attention without feeling…is only a report.” It 
reminds us and reminds us and reminds us of her, “Instructions for 
living a life:”

Pay attention. 
Be astonished. 
Tell about it.

Reading Note:

“Each time I go outside…” 
“The robins are back…” 
“The wasp has built…”   
All come from Braided Creek: A Conversation in Poetry  
by Jim Harrison and Ted Kooser.

“The temple bell stops…”  
Comes from a poem by Matsuo Basho translator unknown.

“Life is too short for so many lasting desires…” 
Comes from The Selected Poems of T’ao Ch’ien  
translated by David Hinton.

“Instructions for living a life:…” 
Comes from the poem “Sometimes” in Red Bird by Mary Oliver.



Three Haiku for Spring 
By Sheila Sondik

up and down the hill 
the song of the warbler 
I never see

spring again 
my garden keeps 
growing 
without me

tulips push up 
through last year’s garden 
writing a memoir

Two Tankas for Spring  
by Sheila Sondik

tree frog choir 
warming up for hours 
every night 
I want to join your chorus 
with my own raspy rhapsodies

anticipated 
nevertheless a surprise 
a galaxy floats 
inches above the brown duff 
return of the starflowers







Springtime is on its way —a good time to begin thinking about hiking!  

Here are a couple of ideas to get you started.

The Chanterelle Trail

Distance: 4.8 miles roundtrip and 1000 feet of elevation.

Directions: Drive N Shore Drive to Lake Whatcom Park (almost  
at the end of the road), pass the restroom and park in the second  
parking lot.  The trail switchbacks up beautifully through the  
forest to a lookout area with a view of the lake and points west.

Summary: Lovely!

Or, if you feel like hiking in the Chuckanuts, here is one of my 
favorites:

The Rock Trail to Lost Lake

Distance: About 2 miles to the lake.

Directions: Drive to Gates Overlook (Cleator Road off of Chuckanut 
Dr, Discover Pass required). Check out the view of the islands, then 
hike down the Rock Trail - lots of stairs, gorgeous ferns, and huge 
rocks. After a mile or so, turn left at the junction with the Lost Lake 
trail. Another mile gets you to the lake. There’s a great lunch/rest spot 
on a high rock overlooking the lake.  

Tip: Rest up - it”s uphill all the way back!

Recommended: the “Chuckanut Recreation Area” map to see lots 
more hiking options. 

Happy hiking!
From Chris
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